
Webinar on Career Prospects for English Honours Graduates, organized by the Department of 

English in collaboration with Career Counselling Cell & IQAC, VIC 

Dated: 25.07.2022, 3pm onwards 

The Webinar was organized by the Dept. of  English, in collaboration with the Career Counselling 

Cell, VIC mainly to guide the final year outgoing batch regarding their future career prospects in 

fields other than the academia. The main thrust was on areas like Journalism, Advertising, Content 

Writing, Public Relations among others. The Resource persons invited to address the students and 

cater to their varied queries were both experienced professionals - Ms. Soma Basu, Investigative 

Journalist and Research Scholar, Tampere University, Finland; and Ms. Manisha Dutta, from TCS, 

Kolkata. The students from the outgoing batch participated in the webinar with great enthusiasm 

and placed their many queries, and were benefitted as well from the  discussion and candid 

interaction with such professionals. 

 

 



Teachers’ Day Celebration 2022, 5th September 2022 

Like every year, the students of the Department of English had arranged for a beautiful cultural 

programme in honour of their teachers, and as always they amazed us with their scintillating 

performances and their manifold skills. Such events are not merely for enjoyment but they also help 

to foster the spirit of togetherness amongst all and hence we look forward to it every time. 

 

 

 

 



Departmental Farewell Programme 2022, dated 12.09.2022 

A Farewell Programme for the outgoing batch of 2022, organised by the junior batch of students was 

a delightful experience altogether. The senior batch was felicitated by their juniors, the beautiful 

comradery between the three batches was the high point of the day’s programme. It was truly an 

emotional moment for all, a beautiful memory to be cherished forever. 

 

 

 



Students’ Talk on Milton’s Paradise Lost by Semester 3 

Date: 24.09.2022 

The Semester 3 students took part in a Departmental Students Talk on the topic of Milton’s Paradise 

Lost (which is part of their CC 7 syllabus).  The talk was all about the students analysing and 

deliberating on different aspects of Miltonic style and his application of epic conventions in 

composing his Magnum Opus. The talk constituted of topics like: Milton’s Allusive Style, Biblical 

elements in Paradise Lost, Milton’s Description of Hell and Heaven, Miltonic Epic Similes among 

others. The interest taken by the students in preparing for this talk was really admirable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Fresher’s  Welcome 2022, dated 09.12.2022 

The Department welcomed the new batch of 2022 with the senior batch of students taking sole 

responsibility of conducting a Freshers’ Welcome for their juniors. This event not only served to 

create a beautiful rapport between all the batches but also showcased the maturity of the senior 

students who had arranged everything and made the event a success. We also got to know our new 

entrants a little better as they came up with spontaneous performances of their own and surprised 

everyone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Online) Extension Lecture on Tintin in Tibet organised by the Department of English in 

collaboration with IQAC  

Date: 20.12.2022, Time: 7.30 pm onwards  

An Extension Lecture in the virtual mode, was organised by the Department of English in 

collaboration with IQAC on 20.12.2022, from 7.30 pm. Anirban Guha Thakurta, Assistant Professor 

(Dept. of English) of Serampore College was the resource person, who delivered a talk on Tintin in 

Tibet : Friendship, Adventure, Orient, Comic book Heroism and the Politics of Visualisation. Around 

55 students of 3rd and 1st Semester had attended the Extension Lecture, and were greatly enriched 

by the riveting discussion on Hergé and his creation. The speaker had tried to cover some really 

interesting aspects of the Tintin Comics with an equally informative PowerPoint presentation within 

the limited time. The event’s success was reflected in the interactive session with the students. 



 

Wall Magazine ( Department of English) by Semester V students on Colonialism and Post 

Colonialism 

Date: 22.12.2022 

The 5th Semester students of the Department of English had prepared a Wall Magazine on the topic 

of Colonialism and Post Colonialism, under the supervision of Prof. Anuradha Basu.  

 

 


